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Abstract 
Much work has been undertaken on investigating the use of semaphore primitives in concurrent 
programming languages. It has been shown that semaphores are adequate for expressing many 
forms of concurrency control, including the enforcement of communication protocols, and mutual 
exclusion protocols on shared resources. In this paper we present a formal language for real-time 
distributed programs which includes a semaphore primitive. This primitive is used to lock and 
unlock resources which are directly associated with either processors or communication channels. 
The semaphores are real-time, i.e. the programmer can express timing constraints about when the 
semaphores should lock and unlock. It is demonstrated that, using these semaphores, a number 
of apparently disjoint issues in real-time distributed systems theory can be unified within a single 
notion of resource restriction. In particular it is shown that different models of communication, 
control of shared access to resources (mutual exclusion), and process to processor mapping 
(physical placement), can all be expressed and reasoned about in a unified manner. 
Keywords: Formal verification; Real-time systems; Semaphores; Limited resources; Communication; 
Concurrency; Scheduling 
1. Introduction 
Often real-time programs can be verified under the assumption that adequate resources 
are available at run-time. This view is supported by the fact that hardware is a cheap 
commodity, and software is relatively expensive. Programmers are encouraged not to 
worry about the hardware platform, and if more processing power is required, then a 
more powerful hardware configuration is provided. This approach assumes that an at- 
tempt to verify the correctness of the behaviour of a real-time program will be unaffected 
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by limited resource considerations. This has lead to the proliferation of formal theories 
for real-time systems which do not consider limited resources [19,14,17,20]. 
In many real-time systems however, there is a requirement to reason about the way 
in which shared resources can be restricted so that unwanted interference is guaranteed 
not to occur, i.e. the enforcement of mutual exclusion. Such resource restriction will 
directly affect the timing behaviour of the program, and thus resources cannot be ignored 
when the program is being verified. Although this kind of non-inte~eren~e can be dealt 
with by encoding semaphores within the program, this leads to complex code, with 
very complex timing behaviour. ’ By only allowing the programmer to affect resource 
scheduling indirectly in this manner, we are missing an opportunity to simplify the 
problem before it reaches the scheduling stage: direct access to locking and unlocking 
particular esources allows the programmer to take on some of the responsibility for 
deciding upon how certain scheduling problems are going to be solved. 
In distribute real-time systems, there may also be r~uirements about the physical 
placement of software components on particular processors. This kind of requirement 
often arises from systems which are physically distributed and need, for example, sensor 
reading software to reside on the processor which is connected to the sensor [ 231. 
There already exist a few real-time development theories which incorporate the notion 
of process placement [11,8,3,16], and we aim to show how these existing approaches 
are subsumed within our theory. 
Communication m~hanisms are also tightly coupled with resource considerations: in
order for a communication event to take place, a resource is locked under the control 
of a protocol. The use of the resource is often implicit within the semantics of the 
communication and concurrency operators of the language. Again, this hiding of the 
locking and unlocking of the resource restricts the choices offered to the programmer 
concerning the communication model. With very few exceptions, formal real-time lan- 
guages enforce specific, and limited, communication models on the programmer. In most 
cases the model is of lint-to-dint, one way, sync~onous, co~uni~ation. This is true 
of both CCS [ 131 and CSP [9], and their influence has ensured that this is the model 
which has been adopted by the great majority of real-time formal languages. This is at 
some variance with “real” real-time progr~ng languages uch as Ada, which pro- 
vides a range of communication methods, including asynchronous message passing (by 
shared variables), and synchronous handshake (via the rendezvous protocol) [4]. If we 
were to allow the programmer more freedom to express the way in which resources are 
used during communication, then each application could use the m~hanism which was 
most appropriate. 
All of these programming issues can be expressed using semaphores which restrict 
concurrent access to resources. Adding semaphore primitives to concurrent programming 
languages and reasoning about their formal semantics has been studied in some depth. 
Owicki and Lamport [ 181 add semaphore primitives to a simple concurrent language and 
’ This problem has been a major stumbling block for modem scheduling theory, and has initiated a lot of 
research (see for example [22 1) . 
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demonstrate how safety and liveness properties can be proven of the resulting programs. 
Martin [ 121 shows how adding a simple primitive to CSP allows the programmer to 
construct semaphores and enforce mutual exclusion. Holenderski [ lo] provides a more 
formal setting for the analysis of semaphores within a simple concurrent language. 
In this paper we add a semaphore primitive to a formal real-time language. We 
aim to show how real-rime semaphores (i.e. semaphores which can be locked and 
unlocked at times specified by the programmer) can be used to enforce mutual exclusion, 
encode different communication protocols, and express physical process distribution. We 
define a formal real-time distributed language with a simple semaphore primitive, where 
semaphores are associated with different resources e.g. processors and communication 
channels. A semantics is given for the language using a real-time logic, and a variety 
of examples are given of how semaphores can be used to describe various real-time 
programming concepts. Examples of formal reasoning about the resulting programs are 
also given. 
It should be noted that we are not presenting a realistic implementation language for 
large scale real-time programs: there are too many limitations in the presented language’s 
expressive power. Instead, we present a language which provides an exploratory tool for 
investigating the behaviour of timed semaphores within real-time systems. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: we start by defining conservative ex- 
tensions to first-order predicate logic which will later be used to define the semantics of 
a real-time programming language. We then discuss the ideas of rhreads (of execution) 
and resources, and formalise our ideas using the logic defined earlier. The real-time 
language is presented informally, and a number of examples are given. Next the for- 
mal semantics of the language are defined. We then show how the language, and in 
particular the resource (semaphore) locking construct can be used to enable program- 
mers to express mutual exclusion, differing communication mechanisms, and physical 
placement. Finally we briefly discuss future work on developing an equational theory, 
examine consistency proof obligations, and possible problems which may arise with 
implementation. 
2. A real-time logic 
The real-time logic we are going to use for the semantics of the programming language 
is constructed from conservative extensions to first-order predicate logic: this allows the 
use of the standard first-order proof system (as used in [7] for example). The logic 
formalises the notion of a timed communication channel. Time is represented by the 
set of natural numbers (denoted n/), and a timing function is used to represent the 
values found in channels at specific times. Formulae are therefore constraints on the 
relationship between values found in channels at different times during the execution of 
the program. Additional free variables are also provided which represent the start and 
termination time of the program, and the current time; these variables may be predicated 
over in the usual way and provide a mechanism for specifying program duration. 
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Timed communication channels always contain pairs of values. The first part of the 
pair can be informally viewed as a timestamp; it records the time at which the second 
value was written. For simplicity, we always assume that the second part of the pair 
of values will also be a natural number. The timing function is denoted “@“, and is 
defined over pairs containing the name of a channel, and a time: thus the term “@(c, 3)” 
represents the pair of values found in the channel c at time3. We usually write the 
term with “(9” as an infix function. The projection functions “.ts” and “J” are also 
used to refer to the time-stamp and value found in a channel respectively. For example, 
the term c.u@t represents the value found in channel c at time = t, and the term c.ts@t 
represents the timestamp found in channel c at time = t. 
The two free variables tStart and tend are bound to natural numbers, and are used to 
denote the start and termination time of the program respectively. The free variable Now 
is also bound to a natural number, and is used by the programmer to access the current 
time. We also use the notation exp@t, where exp is an expression on channel names, to 
indicate the value of the expression at time = t. 
There are only two axioms for the extensions provided: the first states that the end time 
of a program never occurs before the start time of the program, and the second states 
that the current time is always within the interval dictated by the start and termination 
times. 
Definition 1 (Progress Axiom). t,mn 6 tend 
Definition 2 (Current Time Axiom). Now E [ tstart, end] 
Example. Consider a simple real-time system which within 10 time units reads the 
value from a channel called in, calculates the square of the number, and outputs the 
value to a channel called out. It is assumed that the behaviour of the channel in is 
constrained by the environment, but that the channel out is entirely under the control 
of the system we are specifying. The liveness and timeliness property for this system is 
captured in the following formula: 
% E [tStafi, &d] l Oz.&U@tend = (in.u@a)* A rend < &tart + 10 
Of course it is also important that no other value is written to the channel out during 
the execution of the system, and so we provide a safety requirement that asserts that 
during the execution of the system, there is only one write to the channel out (we do 
this by counting the number of time-stamps which appear in out that are different to the 
time-stamp found at time = rend): 
#{n 1 + E [tstartr end t ] l OUt.ts@CT = n An + OUt.td&,} < 1 
where “#” represents the cardinality function on sets. * 
* Note that there is an inequality to cover the case where (T = tda,t. 
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The specification formed from the conjunction of these two formulae is much more 
complex than specifications commonly written for transformational systems. This is 
because we have to concern ourselves with the values found in the channel our during 
the lifetime of the system rather than just at the start and end of execution; of course 
this is true of any specification language for reactive systems. 
3. Threads and resoums 
Resources are items which may be contended for by programs, and which through 
contention, may impede the progress of those programs in some way. Commonly, these 
resources include processors, disks, printers, and communication media. In the formal 
model, we are not concerned with what physical form these resources take, only in 
how they impede progress. We shall therefore only consider resources in terms of the 
semaphores which lock and unlock them, and identify each resource (semaphore) with 
a number. We assume a finite number of resources, and label the set of all resources by 
72. 
Definition 3 (Resource Universe). R G n/ 
In order to identify who is using which resource at a given time, we identify programs 
with threads of execution. A thread can be thought of as flow of control through a 
program, with concurrency creating sub-threads. For example, consider the following 
pseudo-code program: 
Progo; 
parbegin 
Progl 
P w2 
pa rend 
The entire program can be associated with a single “parent” thread: we shall denote 
this thread ~1. In addition, the concurrent sub-programs Progl and Prog:! can be asso- 
ciated with sub-threads of the parent hread. If we label these sub-threads with r1.r and 
~1.2 then we have a simple partial ordering on threads induced by a point-wise partial 
ordering on the lists of natural numbers appearing as a subscript. 
Each thread can be denoted by a function from natural numbers to natural numbers 
(i.e. mapping position in the list to the value at that position). We denote the set of all 
threads of interest by 7. 
Definition 4 (Thread Universe). 7 c [N -+ N] 
The ordering is defined so as to model our notion of “sub-thread”: 
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Definition 5 (Thread Ordering). For each pair of threads r, and r’ we have 
7 < 7’ iff Vn E No (7-(n) = r’(n) V d(n) =0) 
We will denote a thread by 71 where 1 is a list of natural numbers truncated so as to 
remove the final list of zeros. For example, we can see that: 
71.1.1.2.1 < 71.1.1.2 (71.1.1.2.1 is a sub-thread of ~I.I.I.~) 
71.1.1.2 @ n.l.l.l (these two are sibling sub-threads) 
where ‘7~” represents incomparability within a partial order. 
We can now define a predicate which captures the notion of resource utilisation. The 
utilisation predicate U asserts that a given resource is used by a given thread at a given 
instant in time. 
Definition 6 ( Utilisation Predicate). 
U E [ 7 x R x N] + {true,false} 
where U( 7, n, t) asserts that the thread 7 uses the resource n at time = t. 
It should be clear from the informal example above that concurrently executing pro- 
grams are going to be associated with incomparable threads. This means we are assuming 
a forced interleaving of concurrent threads on any single resource. We feel that this is 
intuitive. We model this assumption with the following axiom: 
Definition 7 ( Unique Thread Axiom). 
v17,7’EI.(vnER.(vtEN.((U(7,n,t)AU(7’,n,t)) *(7=7’)))) 
4. Channels 
We assume a finite number of channels which are uniquely named. We denote the 
set of channels by “C”. The language we shall introduce below will only allow output 
to occur to a channel when a timestamp (equal to the time of the output) is written 
simultaneously. We therefore start by providing axioms that assert that if the value in 
a channel changes, then the timestamp must be updated, that timestamps monotonically 
increase, and that channels have fixed initial values: 
Definition 8 (Channel Update Axiom). 
(1) Vc~Cetlt~N-{o}o(c.u@t z c.u@(t-1) +c.ts@t=t) 
(2) vc E C l vt E N - (0) l (c.ts@t > c.ts@(t - 1)) 
(3) vc E c l c.ts@O = 0 A c.u@O = 0 
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Note that we cannot enforce bi-implication in ( 1) because a value already in a channel 
may be written again, so that the timestamp changes but the value remains the same. 
When a programmer writes a real-time distributed program they may also define a 
partial function to describe the mappings between resources and channels, and a relation 
to define the channel connection topology. The function and relation can be thought of 
as the conjigurution part of the program. If the programmer does not define the mapping 
function then it is assumed to be the null function (empty domain). Similarly for the 
connection relation. 
The function “place” maps channel names to resources, and can be used by the 
programmer to model the fact that the use of a given channel may require access to a 
particular resource. 
Definition 9 (Place Function). place E [C -I+ R] 
The relation “connect” maps channel names to channel names, and can be used by 
the programmer to assert that two channels are physically connected, i.e. that they can 
be considered to be the same channel 3. The connect relation must also be symmetric 
(if connect(c) = c’ then connect( c’) = c), and we add an axiom to assert this. 
Definition 10 (Connection Relation). connect E [C 4 C] 
In addition, a new axiom is added to the theory to assert that the values found in 
connected channels will always be identical. 
Definition 11 (Connection Axiom). 
(I) Vc,c’ E C l connect(c) = c’ + Vt E N l (c.u@t = c’.&t A c.ts@t = c’.ts@t) 
(2) Vc, c’ E C 0 connect(c) = c’ * connect(c’) = c 
Note that axiom 1 l( 1) also asserts that the connections defined by the connection 
relation are static, i.e. cannot be disconnected at any time. 
5. A simple real-time language 
We present a simple formal language for real-time distributed programming.4 The 
timing behaviour of programs is expressed using a duration construct (which specifies a 
set of possible durations for the program), otherwise the programming language is sim- 
3 Using two names for a single channel allows us to control access by readers and writers separately, and 
therefore to enforce different communication protocols. Examples of this will be given later. 
4 Note that this language is a subset of that found in the TAM real-time refinement calculus [ 20,211. 
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ilar to many imperative programming languages such as Dijkstra’s Guarded Command 
Language [ 51. 
The syntax of the language is defined as follows: 
Prog ::= skip 
1 exp + c (output) 
1 Prog ; Prog (sequence) 
1 Prog 1 Prog (concurrent) 
I ugi 3 PrOgi (choice) 
iEI 
I [DlPw (duration) 
I kO-og (iteration) 
I rprOglR (resource) 
where c is a channel (c E C), exp is an expression on channel names which results in 
a value from N, I is a finite index set (I C N), each gi is a boolean expression on 
channels and the variable Now, D is a set of times (D C N), n is a natural number 
(n EN), and R is a set of resources (R C ‘R). 
The program skip is the most basic program, and does not guarantee any result. It 
may have any duration (including zero). 
The output program writes the value of the expression into the named channel. The 
expression is defined on channel timestamps and values. The output performs the writing 
at some instant of time between its start time and end time: the value of the expression 
is calculated at the time of writing, and the timestamp will be that of the time of writing. 
Thus, if the program 
chart, .u * chan2.u -+ chan3 
is executed within the interval [4,18], then one possible behaviour is the writing of the 
timestamp 9 with the value chum .u@9 * chanT.u@9 at time = 9. 
The sequence program executes the second program only after the first program has 
terminated. The final time instant of the first program is identical to that of the first 
instant of the second. Note that all programs written in this language will terminate. 
The concurrent program will start the execution of both programs at the same time 
instant, and they are both forced to terminate at the same time. We will also use the 
notation: 
IFI PrOgi 
iE1 
to represent indexed concurrency. 
The choice program evaluates the guards gi at the first time instant of the choice 
execution, and immediately executes one of the programs corresponding to a true guard. 
The guards are boolean expressions on channel timestamps and values. They may also 
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contain reference to the time variable Now. If no guards are true then the guard program 
aborts (no particular behaviour can be guaranteed). We will also use the notation: 
when there is only one guarded program. 
The duration program asserts that the given program will have an execution interval 
of length equal to one of the times in the given set. Thus the given set must not be 
empty for this program to be well formed. 
The iteration program will repeatedly execute the given program in sequence for 
exactly the number of times given. 
The resource program asserts that the given program (or concurrent child program) 
claims sole use of the named set of resources. Thus, no sibling processes may use those 
resources. 
Derived programs. Most real-time languages provide constructs for expressing absolute 
or minimum delays. We can define these constructs as follows: 
Absolute Delay. An =&f [ {n}]skip 
Minimum Delay. 6n =&f An ; skip 
In addition, we can define an “inconsistent” program (i.e. one which is impossible to 
execute) as follows: 
Abort. -L =&f [{0}]61 
In addition, Burns and Wellings 121 suggest that a real-time language should enable the 
user to express deadlines, timeouts, and measure the passage of time. 
Deadlines can be defined by using a range as the duration set in a duration construct: 
Deadline. deadline n do Prog od =&f [ [O,n]] Prog 
Timeouts can be programmed by polling on a channel. Assume that we wish to 
timeout on a channel c for 100 time units, and if a write occurs to that channel before 
the end of the timeout then Progl is executed, else Prog2 is executed; we can write this 
as: 
,~~~(c.f~ = Now =+ A0 U c.ts # Now + Al); 
(c.ts = Now + Progl u c.ts # Now + Prog2) 
Note that there is no time spent between iterations, and that guard evaluation is 
instantaneous. If some time is required for guard evaluation, then we can define a more 
complex choice construct that assumes that guard evaluation will take some time (up to 
a given limit): 
Timed Choice. U(t)gi * Progi =def u& * 110, tl Iskip ; J’rogi 
iE1 iEl 
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Finally, the passage of time can be measured by writing the current time into a 
communication channel as a value. Note that doing this will only guarantee to write the 
time at some point during the execution interval of the program performing the write, 
i.e. it is a minimum time. 
6. A formal semantics 
6. I. Pre-dejined predicates 
Safety requirements of real-time programs are often concerned with events not being 
allowed to occur. In our language, the only events which can be reasoned about explicitly 
are those of writing to communication channels. Therefore, safety requirements for 
these programs will largely consist of stability constraints, i.e. assertions that a given 
communication channel does not change value over a given execution interval. 
We can define a predicate, called stable, which asserts that a given channel does not 
change value over a given execution interval. For a channel c, and an interval [n, m] 
we have: 
Definition 12 (Stable Predicate). 
stable(c,n,m) =&f c.ts@n = c.ts@m A c.ts@n # n 
We shall introduce a term to the theory which represents the frequency of changes 
in a communication channel over a given execution interval. The function write defines 
the number of times a given thread is responsible for writing to a given channel over an 
execution interval. The term “write” is defined as a function over a channel, a thread, 
and an interval: 
Definition 13 (Write Function). write E [ [C x 7 x n/ x N] + N] 
There are also five axioms available for the write function, they assert that adjacent 
writes are cumulative, the expected ordering exists on subintervals, and that if no thread 
writes to a given channel for a given interval then the channel remains stable. We assume 
the usual universal quantification of free variables: 
Definition 14 ( Write Axioms). 
(1) write( c, 7, n, m) = x A write( c, 7, m + 1, Z) = y 
* write(c,T,n,Z) =x+y (n<mAm+1<1) 
(2) write( c, 7, n, m) = x * write( c, 7, n + u, m - u) < x 
(3) write(c,T,n,m) =x=5write(c,~,n-u,m+u) 3x 
(4) c write( c, 7, n, m) = 0 + stable( c, n, m) 
TE7 
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Finally we provide two axioms which relate the place function with the write function. 
They assert that if a thread “owns” a resource which is linked to a channel by the place 
function, then no incomparable thread will be able to write to that channel, and that if 
a thread is not allowed to use a resource upon which a channel is placed, then it cannot 
write to that channel: 
Definition 14 (continued) (Placement Axioms). 
(5) Vr~IoVcEC~VtE~~(U(7,place(c),t) 
*VT’ E 70 (7@7’+- write(c,+,t,t) =0)) 
(6) Vt E N l VT E I l Vc E dom(place) l 
(+I( T,place( c), t) * write(7, c, t, t) = 0) 
We are now in a position to define the semantics of our language. 
6.2. The semantic mapping 
The semantic function maps programs and their threads to formulae in the real-time 
logic. Given that y will be bound to a thread label, then we define the semantics of the 
language as follows: 
The program skip asserts that only threads which are incomparable with its own (i.e. 
sibling threads) may use a resource. This enforces the idea that it is a primitive program, 
and has no child threads (only composite programs have child threads). 
UskipI y 
The output program asserts that its thread is responsible for only one write during the 
execution interval, and that write is to the named channel (and all connected channels). 
Note that the notation connect* denotes the transitive closure of the connect relation. 
bP --) “II, =def v (c.o@a = exp@a[a/Now] A c.ts@u = a) 
aE [ kart Jend I 
A A wn’te(C’, 7, tstafl, tend) = 1 
c’E{c”~(C,C”)EcOnnect*} 
A 
A write(c’, 7, &tart, tend > = 0 
C’EC-{c”~(c.c”)Econnect*} 
+Wl], 
The sequential construct divides the execution interval into two consecutive intervals 
in an angelic manner, i.e. if the two sequential parts require a minimum of time then 
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that time will be provided where at all possible. The thread for each sequential part is 
the same as that for the whole. 
[Progt ; Pwzjj, =def %I E [&tartrhndl l [Pw],[m/&ndl A [P~Og2]y[m/~startl 
The concurrent construct divides the thread into two incomparable siblings. It assumes 
that the start and end times of the two siblings are identical (this restriction can be 
overcome by inserting skip programs in sequence with the concurrent parts). 
UProgl I Pw2]y =def [IProgl],,l A p%2l&2 
The choice construct passes the parent thread to which ever program executes, as 
does the duration construct, the iteration construct, and the resource construct. 
[ug’ + Progi& =def V(gi@fstart[tstart/~~wi A [pr0gil,) 
iEI iEl 
The duration construct constrains the interval between the start and termination times 
of a program. 
[IDi ProgDy =def pkJl, A tend - hart E D 
The iteration construct defines a bounded loop as an “unwinding” to a sequence of 
programs. 
UbhPr0d, =def [!%$I], 
where Pro$ z&f A0 and Prog”+l =&f Prog ; ( Prog”) 
The resource construct asserts that no sibling threads may use any of the resources 
mentioned for the duration of the execution interval of the given program. It also asserts 
that at least one of the child threads of the program will use each of the resources at 
each moment in the execution interval. 
Ah-’ E 7 a U(r’, r, a) > 
6.3. Verifying properties 
Properties of programs can be expressed using the real-time logic, with reference to 
the special variables tStart and tend, and the relation connect and the function write. 
Given a real-time logic formula @, a program Prog, and an initial thread y, then the 
satisfaction relation may be defined as follows: 
Definition 15 (Satisfaction). Prog s+, @ iff [Pro&, + @ 
Example. Given that a channel is associated with a given resource (using the place 
function), then if a skip program locks that resource, then no program will write to that 
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channel for the duration of the program. 
Proof. 
1. VrEIer@y*write(c,r f , start, rend) = 0 (placement axiom 1 + def resource) 
2. + C7E(7+,@Y) wrire(c, T &tart, tend) = 0 (follows directly from 1) 
3. [Skip], * &781+$y) wrire(c, r9 rtiartr fend) = 0 
(placement axiom 2) 
4. [[skip] {p~ace(cj)]y * &j7+7teY) wrMc, 7, hart9 fend) = 0 
(3 and def resource) 
5. CTEI writdc, 7, &tart, fend) = 0 (follows from 2,4) 
6. StUbk( C, &tart, fend) (5 and axiom 14 (4)) 0 
7. Example applications 
We now demonstrate how the resource locking primitive is capable of expressing a
wide range of programming requirements, including different communication models, 
and physical process placement. 
7.1. Synchronous communication 
The semantics of the output program are asynchronous, i.e. they do not require a 
concurrently executing program to perform a read operation for an output to terminate. 
Because we can connect two channels together (by using the connect relation), 
but associate different resources to these channels, we can control the communication 
protocol very finely. For the remainder of this paper we will adopt the convention that 
an undecorated channel name will be used for output (i.e. will appear on the right 
hand side of the output program), and channel names decorated with bar (e.g. 2) will 
be used for the corresponding input channel (i.e. will appear on the left hand side of 
the output program and in the guards of the choice construct). The connect relation 
therefore connects all channels c to E (and symmetrically), and no other connections 
are assumed. 
We start by modelling synchronous reading. We define a construct which will wait 
for a given time (t) for a write to occur on a given channel (c), and if the write occurs 
within that time then a program Progl will be executed, otherwise a second program 
Prog2 will be executed. 
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Definition 16 (Synchronous Read). 
hog;? Df PrOgl =&f true + At ; (E.ts < Now - t + Progz) 
u 
true * u true + At’ ; (E.ts = Now + Progl) 
f’E[OJl 
The angelic nature of the choice construct enables us to make assertions about the 
history of timestamps in channels during the execution of quite complex programs. In 
this example, either there is no write to the channel for t time units (which is only 
verifiable after the specific delay At), or a write occurs within that interval, but the 
choice is made at the initial instant in time. There must be a concern with this kind 
of construct that implementation may be impossible, but in this example it is clear that 
because the resulting chosen program is only executed after the write has occurred (or 
the given interval expires), no implementation problems are envisaged: two sporadic 
tasks (which implement the two programs) could be released upon suitable conditions 
(i.e. a write occurring to the channel, or a timeout occurring). 
We can demonstrate that this construct gives us the behaviour we require by the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 2. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
This definition provides multi-drop synchronous input, i.e. more than one concurrent 
program may respond to the writing of the channel. We can model single-drop syn- 
chronous input by simply locking the resource associated with the input channel. Any 
attempt for simultaneous reads will then result in an abortive program. 
Definition 17 (Single-Drop Synchronous Read). 
Pw2 QF Proa =def [Pm32 D: Prw 1 {piace(i’j 1 
In the following theorem, an attempt is made to perform multi-drop synchronous reads 
.by single-drop constructs in two sibling programs: this is doomed to fail. 
Theorem 3. (Progl #f Prog2) 1 (Prog3 #f, Prog4) s&, false 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
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In the following theorem, the single-drop reads are allowed because they are attempted 
sequentially. 
Theorem 4. Zf Prog4 s+. @J then 
((Progl rPs AO) ; (Pw3 #-fJ Prwd) I [< I(O)1 (1 -+ s> ; s~~P)]{~I~~~(~)) sat,, CD 
Proof. See Appendix A. Cl 
This definition of single-drop reading is quite coarse: it prevents any overlapping of 
the programs performing the reads even though there may be multiple outputs to the 
channel during the overlap. We could complicate the definition somewhat to allow for 
multiple outputs: 
Definition 18 (Single-Drop Synchronous Read (revised) ) . 
Prog2 Df Progl =&f true * At ; (E. ts < Now - t 3 Prog2 ) 
u 
true =+ u true +- At’ ; [AOjploce(~) ; (2.~ = Now + Progl) 
f’E[OJl 
In this revised definition, locking only occurs during the reading of the channel, and 
allows for other reads of the channel at other times (of course the proofs of correctness 
involving this definition will be considerably more complex). 
Synchronous handshaking (the most common communication model for formal con- 
current languages) can be enforced without recourse to the locking of resources. Because 
of our bounded iteration construct we have to place a limit on the number of time units 
either of the synchronising partners is willing to wait for before handshaking. Each of 
the two partners require a channel upon which to signal their readiness to handshake. 
Given a number of time units in which to wait (n), and two channels (cl and ~2). then 
we define one half of the handshake: 
Definition 19 (Handshake). 
Handshake(n, cl, ~2) =&f 
[ {0}] 1 -+ cl ; ,~~(cz.ts = Now =+ A0 U 13.1s i’= Now =+ [ {0}] 1 + cl ; Al) 
The following theorem demonstrates that the handshaking occurs immediately when 
both partners are willing to engage. 
Theorem 5. 
[( A4 ; Handshake( 20 ,G,c~)) 1 (A8;Hands~~(20,cb,ca))l{p~ace(c~),p~ace(c,)~ 
sat.. tend = hart + 8 
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Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
Note that success or failure of the handshaking will be evident from the timestamp 
found in the signalling channels on exit from the handshake. 5 Placing two complemen- 
tary handshake programs in concurrent composition provides the synchronous handshake 
as required, but there remains a problem: each half of the handshake may respond to 
any write to the input channel, not just to the handshake partner, this means that extra 
care must be taken to ensure that the named channels are not used elsewhere in the 
program. 
We will return to this definition when we later investigate the semantics of physical 
distribution (and in particular the affect of serialising the two partners of a handshake). 
7.2. Asynchronous communication 
Asynchronous communication is relatively straightforward because it is the assumed 
communication model of the language. However, we need to be able to reason about 
the stability of communication channels. The semantics of the output program do not 
restrict the values found in the channel except for the instant that the write occurs. This 
is simply remedied by locking a resource associated with the channel: 
Theorem 6. 
c Write (C, 7, tstae, tend ) = 1 
TEl- 
Proof. Direct consequence of definition of output program (only sibling threads may 
write to channel c), and write axiom (5) (no sibling threads may write to a placed 
channel). Cl 
Further control over the stability of channels can be enforced by placing the resource 
restriction around entire composite programs rather than just the output program. 
7.3. Physical placement 
In formal languages such as those presented by Hooman [ 111, Gerber and Lee [ 81, 
and Adams [ 11, language constructs are provided which enable the programmer to 
define the process to processor mapping. A naive attempt to do this in our language 
using simple resource locking leads to failure. If we assume that pl is some resource 
associated with a physical processor, and Progl and Prog2 are two programs which 
reside on that processor, then the program: 
V+-ogi I Pw21 tp, j 
5 This is true even if the handshake occurs at the last possible instant. 
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appears to give the semantics we are looking for, i.e. that no other program may use 
the resource ~1. However, there is no enforcement of seriulisation, which is the other 
important aspect of physical placement. 
We could instead limit both programs to the processor resource independently, i.e. 
but because the two programs will start at the same instant in time (as defined by the 
semantics), and they both claim the processor resource at their start times, the result is 
failure. 
Instead we have to loosen the restriction on the start and end times of the two 
programs. We therefore define a physical placement construct as follows: 
Definition 20 (Physical Placement). 
where P is the set of processor resources that the two programs are mapped to. 
The skip programs enable the start and end times of the processors to “float”, thus 
the physical placement construct enforces serialisation when the number of processor 
resources is less than the number of programs. The following theorem demonstrates this. 
Theorem 7. 
Tel -+ ~1 II{pIj e2 + ~21{place(c,).place(cz)} sat, A q.ts@ff # c2.ts@a 
~E[kartJendl 
Proof. See Appendix A. Cl 
Of course, by placing two halves of a synchronous handshake onto a single processor, 
we can guarantee that the handshake never takes place: 
Theorem 8. 
[Handshak420,c,,cb) II{p,} ~an~sha~e(20,cb,c,))l{pi~C,(C~),p~~C,(C,)} 
sat, fend = fstart + 20 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
8. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated how a simple primitive for locking semaphores on resources 
can be added to a formal real-time language, and can be used to express diverse real- 
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time programs. Mutual exclusion, differing communication models, and physical process 
placement can all be expressed using the primitive, and properties of their real-time 
behaviour can be proven. 
The next step will be to develop an equational theory which would enable the pro- 
grammer to more easily verify properties of his programs. In [ 211, a refinement calculus 
was defined for a language similar to that presented here. We envisage a refinement re- 
lation based upon the following definition: 
Definition 21 (Rejinement Relation). 
Progi C Prog2 iff Vr E I 0 [Pr0g21, * [progl], 
and the definition of a specification construct which would extend the language to a 
wide-spectrum one (as found in [ 151 for example). 
It is also important to consider the possibility of writing programs which are incon- 
sistent (i.e. have a semantics equivalent to the formula false). Such a program would 
satisfy all properties, and could therefore be mistaken for a “proper” implementation. In 
specification languages such as Z, there is a proof obligation on the specifier to show 
that an initial state exists (i.e. that the specification is not inconsistent) [ 61 (p135), 
and we should consider doing the same. Although we have yet to investigate such a 
proof obligation, it seems likely that we would need to check the validity of the formula 
representing the program by existentially quantifying the start and end time variables, 
and the communication channels (declared as a suitable type). 
It is also important to consider the practicality of implementing a language such as 
the one presented here. It is clear that certain oracular programs (resulting from some 
guard evaluations) would be impossible to execute correctly. It is therefore necessary 
to investigate what kind of constraints must be placed upon the programmer in order to 
ensure that current run-time systems could support the resulting programs. 
Appendix A. Proofs 
A. I. Lemmas 
We start by defining the lemmas (and some justification for them) found in the 
following proofs. 
Lemma 1. [Progl]R 1 [Prog;?lg = I (when RnQ # 8) 
Follows from definition of resource which demands that a comparable thread of the 
left hand sibling must use the resources at the same time as a comparable thread of the 
right hand sibling, but this results in a contradiction as neither siblings may use any of 
the other’s resources. 
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Lemma 2. 
[<[{O}lexp 3 s) ;Wl{pke(s)j I P 
sat,. s.ts@tstart = &tart A A s.ts@a = &tart 
UE ( k.rt Jend 1 
The only program which can write to the channel s is the one on the left-hand side. 
This is due to the resource lock on s. The skip program locks the resources associated 
with these two channels, and asserts that only incomparable threads may utilise any 
resources, but the fifth write axiom asserts that incomparable threads may not write to 
these channels: thus this channel must remain stable except for the first write. 
Lemma 3. 
s.ts@tgart = t,t,fl A A s.ts@a = t,t,fi 
oE(fstart.tefd 1 
* UPw +S Prog211y = [Pw2jJ, 
If there is only one write to the channel being waited upon, and that write is at the 
initial instant, then the second program will be immediately executed. This is a direct 
consequence of the definition of Ip. 
Lemma 4. [An ; Prog], = [Prog], itstart + n/&t1 
an absolute delay postpones the start of a following program by exactly the number of 
time units specified. 
Lemma 5. 
UHandshake(n,~,,~~)IHundshuke(n,c~,c,)n~ 
* (tend < km + n =+ v 
c,.tdiib = g A Cb.tS@(T = U) 
6 [ &tart Jend 1
Clearly, if a handshake takes place then a write must occur to both channels at the 
same instant in time. 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 2 
Uprogl DF prog2&. 
= [true+At;(E.ts<Now-t+Proga) 
LJ true * u At’ ; (Ets = Now * Pr0g,)], (def D) 
f’E[OJl 
= [At; (C.ts < Now-t + Prog2)], 
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V I[ u At’ ; (51s = Now =+ Progl)&, (def U) 
f’ElOJ1 
LHS = 3m E [hart 3 tend 1 ([A$, [m/tend 1 
A [S.ts < Now - t + Prog2jjy[m/t,,,t]) (def ;) 
= 3m E [&tart + tend 1 (tend = hart + t [ m/&d 1 
A E.t@kart < &tat - t A [Prog2jy[~/~,tartl) (def 4J) 
= +I E [&t&t tend] (m = &tart f t A z.tS@m < m - t 
A [Prog$,[ tstart + t/t,,,]) (substitution) 
+ F.ts@ (t,t,,t -t t) < start A [Prog2j,,[tStart + t/tstart I (substitution) 
=+ stable(C krt, kart + t) A prog2], 1 hart -t t/tstart 1 (def stable) 
RHS = v [At’ ; F.ts = Now 3 Progl& (def U) 
f’ElOJ1 
A [t?.ts = Now =s Proglny[m/tstart]) (def ;) 
= v 3m E [ &tart9 fend 1 (fend = hart -k t’ 
r'E[O,rl 
A ~.t~@(b~ + t') = hart + f' A [PrOglDybstart + t'/k,d) 
(def A, LJ) 
*V ~.tSWStart + f’> = hart + f’ A [PrOgl&hstart + t’/k,d f’E[OJl 
(substitution) 
=+ v EN&Y = (T A [PrOglJJy[~/t,tart] 
CE L tasrt.faart+r I
and RHS A LHS =+- formula in Theorem 2. 
A.3. Proof of Theorem 3 
[(Prw 4: Prog2) I (Prog3 Ip:, Prog4)ll, 
= [[Progl 6 Prog21{piace~~)~ I Pw3 4 pr0f4{place~S)~Ily (deft) 
=fulse (by Lemma 1) 0 
A.4. Proof of Theorem 4 
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1. S.tS@t,tart = tstart A A s.ts@a = t,,,, 
UE ( kart &Id 1 
* [[pW% +s AO], %!I, tend = kt (def#,A) 
2. s.ts@tstafi = t,t,fl A A s.ts@a = &tart 
UE (f5t.n J.nd I 
+ [( Progl #f AO) ; (Progs +i, Prog4)], = [Progs tps, Prog&,( 1, def ;I 
3. s.ts@tsta* = t,t,fl A A s.ts@cr = tstafi 
UE (fart Jerd 1 
* UProi.53 tpSr Pw4I1, = [Prog& (by lemma 3) 
4. ((hog1 tp; AO) ; Wwt+ f’w4)) I [([{O}l(l + s) ;W) sat,. @~{(piacecsjj 
sat, s.ts@tstart = tst,,t A A s.ts@a = &tart (by Lemma 2) 
flE (fn.n&dl 
5. Proa sat,. @ (premise) 
6. ((hog, ts AO) ; (J’ws9it fiog4)) I ~([{O}l(l --) s) ;W) sat,. @l{p~ace(s)} 
sa& @ (1-5, transitivity) 0 
A.5. Proof of Theorem 5 (sketch) 
For the concurrent composition to terminate, both halves must terminate (a direct 
consequence of the definition of concurrency), so the program cannot terminate before 
eight time units have passed (the A8 on the right hand side guarantees this). At tnart +8 
the right hand side will execute a write to the channel cb, at this instant the left hand 
side will also execute a write and both sides will read the respective channels. Both 
handshakes now transform into the programs: 
CL,,, (true + AO) 
(where true arises from the opposite handshake’s channel having a current timestamp). 
This program is equivalent to A0 for any m. The resulting program is therefore: 
(A8;AO) 1 (A8;AO) 
which is equivalent to AS, and: 
A8 s& rend = tstan + 8 (def A) q 
A.6 Proof of Theorem 7 
We start by assuming that the theorem is false, i.e. that the program satisfies 
V ct .ts@a = c2.ts@a 
CE [ k.rt.f.rd I 
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If this is true then there must have been an instant when the two writes overlap (the 
locking of the resources pluce( ct ) and place( c2) enforces that). Let us assume that this 
time instant is t, then: 
nre1 + Cll{Pl}llY.l + 3~’ E 7 l T’ < y. 1 A U(r’,pt , t) (def resource) 
[Ire;! + 4{m}lly.2 =s- 3~’ E I l r’ < y.2 A U(r’,pt , t) (def resource) 0 
but there is no r’ such that T’ < y.1 and T’ 6 y.2 (by Definition 5) so the hypothesis 
is absurd. 0 
A.7. Proof of Theorem 8 
We start by refuting the theorem, which gives us two cases to consider: the first when 
tend > tSt,rt + 20, and the second when fend < rstart + 20. 
(Case 1) tend > &tart + 20 
We start with the following lemma (Lemma 8.1) : 
[[HandshaMn, CI , c2 I], * fend 6 &tart + n 
Clearly true because each half of the guard in the iteration lasts for either exactly zero 
or one time unit, and the guard construct is iterated exactly IE times. The initial write 
takes zero time units, and the iteration terminates immediately. 0 
Returning to case 1 we see that: 
[[rHundshuke(20,c,,cb) II{p,} HundshuM20, Cb9 G) )1 {p~ace(c.),p~ace(cb)}n~ 
= [Hundshuke( 20, Co, Cb& A [HUndshUke@o, 0, Ca>]y.2 A @ 
For some @ which captures the semantics of the resource locking. But by Lemma 8.1 
we know that: 
[Hundshake(20, ca, Cb>]y.I * lend 6 &tart + 20 
so we have: 
So, providing the formula @ does not contradict the semantics of the Handshake pro- 
grams (creating the formula false) then the case is refuted. If @ does result in a formula 
false, then false =+ tend = tStart + 20 trivially. 
(Case 2) tend < tStart + 20 (sketch) 
Lemma 5 states that if the handshake occurs before the timeout, then there must be an 
instant in time when both channels are written to simultaneously. Because the resources 
upon which the channels are placed are locked only the program given can write to the 
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channels (Theorem 6). The two halves of the handshake cannot overlap (Theorem 7) 
so this cannot happen. •i 
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